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it was hoped that rca, which was looking to be the next era, would breathe new life into the still-
languishing career of lissie. she had just finished scoring a film called my woman, a 2017 indie

starring paul rudd and rosie perez. she knew that to impress her agent, she would have to prove
that she wasnt just a one-hit wonder whose spark was wearing off; and this is when she became
the first artist to collaborate with kanye west, who produced the song hey, soul sister. the song is
an ode to her own burgeoning music career and the swashbuckling way she makes it happen. i
build an arena, its like my own universe, she sings. in an effort to make more songs like 2012s
show me how to live, pharrell excitedly called up a production team he had become fascinated
with: futureproof, a south african collective of beatmakers who started work on songs that were
inspired by the ways he believed people were feeling in the world of 2017: the commonalities

between a global community, the complexities of business, and the pull of war. as they recorded,
pharrell would call up his friends to collaborate, like he did with lamar on the way good feelings go,
or like he did with his mentor, timbaland, on say you will. on airstrike, the eccentric stalker lyrics
are substituted with a tribal-like back-and-forth that announces itself by inviting you to dance.

theres some orchestral drumming and something a little funkier than the timbaland production that
propelled say you will to millions of plays. the song, from pharrells frank album, is a clear departure
from where he thought he wanted to take the music in 2018, and its a sound he wants to make a

habit. jackson strathers
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hutchison, a left-handed guitarist, began his musical career in the late 1990s as a guitarist in the
twilight sad. in 2000, he co-founded frightened rabbit with grant macdonald, who played guitar and

keyboards. the band released their debut album, the midnight organ fight, in 2002. it was a
success, and the band went on to release two more full-length albums. frightened rabbit toured in

the uk and the u.s. frightened rabbit released their sixth album, pedestrian verse, in 2014. it
debuted at no. 3 on the u.k. album chart. in 2016, the band released a new song, head up high,
which was featured in doctor strange. the song became an international hit, reaching no. 1 in

finland, the czech republic, new zealand, australia, and spain. in may 2017, pedestrian verse was
certified platinum in australia. hutchison and frightened rabbit toured the u., u.s., and europe in
2017. considering how out of the way the midnight organ fight is from frightened rabbits other

work, its surprising to think about just how much of a breakout success the album was. its assured
production and a broad range of musical inspirations (from the beach boys to the ramones) made it

a smash, and it became a surprise hit in new zealand. elsewhere, it was something of a guilty
pleasure, with its lyrics and production seeming like something of a pale imitation of the first two
rabbits albums. i understand why people felt that way, but for me, the album is something of a
guilty pleasure of my own. as much as it seems to mock the idea of going to a funeral on the

weekends, its often very funny, and its hooks are stronger than most of the popular stuff that is
coming out now. the fact that it was on a label like warp, who were responsible for one of my

favourite albums of all time, is also a plus. i guess theres something of a yin and yang thing going
on, and in the middle of its somewhat parodic "noise", there are moments of genuine indie

goodness. 5ec8ef588b
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